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The loss of a loved leaves a void in our hearts that cannot be filled easily . It is difficult to let go off
the memories of a person even long after his physical form has departed. The concept of keepsake
jewelry can help seal the void if not fill it completely. It is a means by which one can we can hold on
to the mortal remains of a loved one ,thus slightly ameliorating the agony of loss. Keepsake jewelry
comprises of pieces that symbolise a loved one . These may be photo engraved pendants,
Cremation Pendants, fingerprint memorial jewelry or even cremation diamond jewelry. Through
these invaluable pieces a part of the loved one can remain with us for eternity. These options are
available for departed pets also in the form of pet cremation jewelry. These pieces have a lot of
sentimental value attached to them more than aesthetic or monetary value.

Photo engraved jewelry consists of a photograph engraved on metal surface with lasers. These are
available in various choices of metals ranging from silver, gold to platinum and titanium.

Cremation jewelry essentially consists of a pendant with tiny crevasses in which a small amount of
deceased personâ€™s ashes are preserved after cremation. It is available in many shapes, designs and
materials including precious metals, crystal, glass or wood. The jewelry can be custom designed
befitting the characteristics of the deceased and the desires of the holder. These can be customised
by engraving tiny portraits, pictures or even verses onto them.

These pendants can also be used store a lock of hair from the departed as a token of his mortal
remains. These pieces tend to give sense of presence of the departed to the grieving kin and may
even help allay the sense of complete loss.

Cremation diamonds are a beautiful way of keeping alive the precious memories of those not
around anymore. These laboratory created diamonds contain the carbon from the ashes of the
loved ones and are similar to earth mined diamonds in all other respects- just that these are more
precious beyond the monetary value.

Fingerprint keepsake jewelry is another unique method of preserving the memories of a loved one.
Fingerprints being unique for each individual, these lovely memorials ensure that they are one of a
kind. These are made by reproducing the fingerprints on precious metals and can be worn as a
pendant or a ring.

The kind of unconditional love given to us by the pets is difficult to reciprocate. The least that can be
done is to capture the memories in tiny trinkets that shall remain close to the heart. Pet cremation
jewelry offers many options right from paw or bone shaped pendants to photo engraved charms.
These are a befitting tribute to the loving animals whose memories are to be cherished forever.

These beautiful pieces apart from giving a sense of comfort when worn can also be used to adorn
the walls in beautiful cases, commemorative of the person they represent. These  pieces become a
part of the family legacy connecting the newer generations to their ancestors for generations to
come.
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Adamina Ada - About Author:
The above description describes a Keepsake Jewelry which is a means to preserve a part of the
mortal remains of the deceased loved ones. These in the form of a Cremation Jewelry and
photograph memorials ameliorate the sense of loss of a dear one.
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